A comparison of solutions to a three-dimensional black-oil reservoir simulation problem is presented. The test of the problem and a brief description of the seven simulators used in the study are given.
Introduction
Seven companies participated in a reservoir simulation project to compare the results obtained by different black-oil simulators. The companies were chosen to give a good cross section of the solution methods used in the industry. The participants were Amoco Production Co., Computer Modelling Group of Calgary (CMG), Exxon Production Research Co., Intercomp Resource Development and Engineering Inc., Mobil Research and Development Corp., Shell Development Co., and Scientific Software Corp. (SSC). The paper presents the text of the problem, a comparison of results in graphical form, and a brief description of each model. The descriptions were supplied by the participants.
A variety of computers was used. Amoco used IBM 3033, IBM 370/168, and Amdahl V/6. CMG used Honeywell 6000 DPS, and Exxon used Amclahl 470/V5 and IBM 370/168. Intercomp used Cray-1 and Harris/7. Mobil and SSC used CDC Cyber 175, and Shell used Univac 1110/2C Level 36. The number of time steps and the central processor times varied considerably. Those interested in the actual values should contact the individual companies.
Except for Shell, all the participants used singlepoint upstream mobility weighting. Shell used two points upstream. Constraints and data are given in the text.
1. Stratification and reservoir properties are given in Fig. 2 . The reservoir is initiall~undersaturated. A gas injection well is located at Grid Point (1, 1) , and a producing well is located at Grid Point (10, 10). Pertinent data and constraints are given in Table 1 . PVT properties and relative permeabilities are given in Tables 2 and 3 . The participants were asked to make the runs and report the results described below.
Runs To Be Made case 1
Let the bubble-point (saturation) pressure be constant with a value equal to the original value.
Case 2 Let the saturation pressure vary with gas satiation -i.e., this is a variable saturation-pressure case. The PVT lines at pressures above the calculated saturation pressures are parallel to the original line.
Results To Be Reported
The following results are to be reported. Gas specific gravity Runs are terminated either at the end of 10 years or when GOR%20,000 scf/STB or when the oil production ratesl ,000 STB/Q whichever occurs first terminates the run. 
Description of the Shuulators
Amoco's Model The IMPES method was used, with semi-implicit adjustments in well rates. This method proved quite satisfactory; additional computations for implicit handling of interlock flow were not needed. Maximum time-step size can vary with time and is input. The model determines internal time-step sizes to satisfy both the current maximum At and the maximum saturation change for any grid block (5070 PV). A sequence of runs using maximum At of 0.25, 0.5, 1, and 2 months yielded virtually identical results, confirming the applicability of the IMPES method. The final results are for a maximum At of 1.0 month.
For each internal time step the computation sequence was as follows.
1. Well rates. 2. Coefficients including terms for semi-implicit production rates.
3. Iterative computation of grid-block pressure changes using slicesuccessiveoverrelaxation.
4. Noniterative computation of grid-block saturation changes and of semi-implicit adjustments in production rates.
5. If any saturation change exceeds the maximum, reduce At and go to Step 2.
6. Noniterative computation of grid-block bubblepoint pressure changes (for variable saturationpressure case only).
Production rates for each step were the sum of rates at the start of the step plus semi-implicit adjustments as saturations changed in the well block. h important exception is that the oil rate was held constant if, at the start of the step, the well had excess computed productivity (i.e., if the computed bottomhole pressure exceeded the minimum value of 1,000psi).
CMG'SBlack-Oil Model
CMG'S black-oil simulator models three-phase water/oil/gas systems or two-phase water/oil systems. The model includes the effects of gravity and capillary pressure. It can be run in the one-, twoor three-dimensional mode. Variable grid spacing can be used. The nonlinear equations are solved by Newtonian iteration with the derivatives of the Jacobian matrix evaluated numerically. The model contains several possible options for the weighting of nobilities. These include single-point upstream, twopoint upstream, and centralized upstream weighings. The time discretization is by backward differences with a modified Crank-Nicholson method included as an option. The well model permits the placing of wells at various positions in a grid block. Multiblock completion wells are included and are modeled in a manner which does not increase the matrix bandwidth. Finally, an efficient solution routine is included in the model. This routine provides Gaussian elimination with block D4 ordering, a bandwidth-reducing option, and two different iterative solutions methods: AB and COMBINATIVE. 1 The model is fully implicit in its basic formulation. It becomes highly implicit, not fully implicit, when the options for two-point upstream or centralized upstream weighings are used or when multiblock completion wellsare modeled.
Disappearance of the gas phase is not handled by the conventional variable substitution technique but by a novel pseudo solution-gas formulation.2 The pseudo solution-gas formulation allows both variable bubble-point problems and fixed bubble-point problems to be handled in a simple manner.
For this problem the simulator was run in threephase, three-dimensional mode. The basic fully implicit formulation was used. The time discretization was backward differences. The matrix problem was solved by the AB iterative routine. 1 
Exxon's General Purpose Simulator
Exxon's general purpose reservoir simulator (GP-SIM) uses a sequential implicit solution procedure.3 The first step in this approach is the solution of a set of pressure equations, This set consists of a single equation for each grid block, and solving it yields a complete new pressure distribution at the end of a time step. This pressure distribution then is used to calculate the sum of the velocities of all phases at each brxm!ary between grid blocks, and these total vclncities we used in a set of saturation equations. If either capillary pressure or relative permeability is being treated semi-implicitly, this set consists of two coupled equations per grid block and is solved simultaneously to yield saturation distributions at the new time, Otherwise, the equations are uncoupled and can be solved point by point explicitly, in the normal IMPES fashion.
Several options are available for solving the matrices involved. In the problem discussed here, a preconditioned conjugate gradient method4 was used to solve for pressures, and strongly implicit procedure (SIP) was used to solve for saturations. (The full saturation solution was needed because nobilities were treated semi-implicitly.)
As is common in modern reservoir simulators, GPSIM can account for reservoir heterogeneity, rock compressibility, and solution of gas in both oil and water. Less common features it can model are vaporization of oil into the gas phase and hysteresis in the capillary pressure and relative permeability data.
GPSIM has only minor restrictions on the number of grid blocks that it can use; large problems can be run using only relatively modest amounts of central memory. This desirable feature is accomplished by using disks to store data temporarily by planes for three-dimensional problems or by rows for twodimensional ones. If the central memory made available is sufficiently large, the program automatically will eliminate the temporary data storage, keeping all data within core.
Intercomp's Black-Oil Simulator lntercomp's BETA 11black:oil model is designed to simulate numerically two-or three-phase compressible flow in heterogeneous hydrocarbon reservoirs. Gas is assumed to be soluble in oil but not in water; neither oil nor water can exist in any phase other than its own. Solutions are obtained in one, two, or three spatial dimensions using either rectangular or cylindrical coordinates. Alternate solution procedures provide for efficient modeling of all classes of black-oil reservoir problems, ranging from individual well behavior (coning simulations or well test analysis) to large, multireservoir fields. To complement the three-phase simulation capabilities, BETA 11 contains two distinct segments of code -nz'lb-w... which are designed specifically for optimai solution of two-phase problems: one for water/oil (dissolvedgas content constant) problems and one for gas/water (no oil phase) problems. BET,.4 II has a large variety of user-oriented features mch as input/output options and well control options.
There is a one-equation implicit pressure formulation in which the equations are decoupled and solved in this order: pressure, gas saturation, and water saturation. For the one-equation formuiaticn, there are options to solve for both saturations explicitly (IMPES) and either or both saturations implicitly (sequential). There is an alternative twoequation formulation in which the program solves implicitly for pressure and gas saturation and then solves for water saturation. Similar to the previous formulation, water saturation can be treated either implicitly or explicitly. In any of the formulations, muitiple outer iterations maybe taken to account for the mmiinearity of the basic flow equations. However, if no vaporization or resolution of gas is occurring, oniy one or two iterations are required to converge the noniinearities adequately.
The large systems of linear algebraic equations may be solved by a variety of methods, any one of which may offer significant speed advantages on a given problem: (1) direct solution by reduced bandwidth Gaussian elimination, (2) several forms of oneline, two-line, and planar successive overrelaxation (SOR), or (3) SIP.
Mobil's Ail Purpose Reservoir Shnuiator (ALPURS)
ALPURS is a three-dimensionai, three-phase, multiwell, black-oil reservoir simulator which uses a strongly coupled, fully implicit method to solve simultaneously for ail unknowns. 5 The noniinear intercell flow equations and weii-constraint equations are linearized and iterated to converge using Newton-Raphson iteration. Linear equations are solved with block successive overrelaxation. A typical block is an x-z, y-z, or x-y reservoir slice, which is solved by sparse elimination. The relaxation parameter is computed automatically using the power method and Rayleigh quotients. ALPURS accounts for reservoir heterogeneity y, rock compressibility, gravity, gas dissolved in both the oii and water phases, constant or variable bubble-point pressures, hysteresis in saturation-dependent data, tubing string pressure drop, and flash surface separation. Modern concepts of well flow equations are incorporated, including pseudo gas-potentiai function, skin factor to account for damage or improvement, non-Darcy flow effect, and flow restriction due to limited entry such as partial penetration.
SSC Model SSC'Sblack-oil model employs an Adaptive Implicit Method (AIM). This technique, which recently was developed at SSC, seeks to achieve an optimum with respect to stability, truncation errors, and computer costs. Typically, only a small fraction of the total number of grid blocks during simulation experience sufficiently large surges in pressure and/or saturation to justify implicit treatment, When it is needed, implicit treatment may not be required in all phases or for long periods of time. Moreover, those cells requiring implicit treatment will change as the simulation proceeds. Consequently, a model offering a fixed degree of implicitness to all cells for afl time steps is not always the most desirable. For example, a fully implicit model, while ensuring stable answers, amounts to overkill in most of the cells most of the time, while an IMPES model can cause underkill. With AIM there is no problem of over-or underkill. Various degrees of implicitness are invoked regionally or individually cell by cell-i.e. the solution is advanced with adjacent cells having different degrees of implicitness. As the calculations proceed, the degrees of implicitness locally and dynamically shift as needed-all automatically. The whole idea is to apply the right amount of implicitness where and when needed and for only as long as needed.
The simulator also provides a wide variety of useroriented features. For example, one can override AIM and operate in a fully implicit, partially implicit, or an IMPES mode. Variable bubble-point problems, such as that in Case 2, are handled by variable substitution. The simulator is a general purpose package offering three-dimensional capability in both Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates.
Shell Development Model
The Shell reservoir simulation system operates an IMPES mode or an implicit mode. There are three pseudocomponents: water, stock-tank oil, and separator gas. There are three phases: aqueous, hydrocarbon liquid, and hydrocarbon vapor. The aqueous phase contains water. The hydrocarbon liquid and vapor phases can contain both oil and gas. A fourth component is also available for modeling polymer or carbon dioxide. There are several indirect and direct solution methods as a user option. Additionally, two-point upstream weighting is used to calculate phase nobilities. 
